The Pedicraft Canopy Bed is now available in two widths.

The Pedicraft Canopy Bed is 34” wide or 42” wide.


Canopy™ Enclosed Bed

Canopy™ Enclosed Bed offers the safety of an enclosed bed and is completely padded—interior—no exposed metal parts. The Canopy™ enclosure is constructed of strong polyester mesh and Sure-Chek healthcare sure-loo™ vinyl, is bacteria resistant and the cover can be removed for cleaning. The Canopy Bed mattress is constructed of high density, 90% foam, 10% resilient foam coated in Sure-Chek Comfort vinyl.

Canopy Bed mattress is now available in two widths.


When a patient needs frequent medical attention. Raise the bed surface to get their arms or legs caught in the bed unsuitable for a child. Crib bars are closely spaced to prevent a child from slipping partially through and becoming trapped. But some patients may get their arms or legs caught in the crib bars—then a Canopy Bed is the better choice.

If you are concerned that a particular patient is being treated improperly you should contact your local child welfare agency for help in evaluating the situation.

An enclosed bed is an important safety measure in this case.

Caring for a patient with a chronic illness or disability is a challenge.
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